Metro Housing Moves Forward
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How much more exciting can a good beer be!

Say Genesee...and see!

FRIDAY, JULY 5, 1968

LIGHTNING STRIKES MORE THAN TWICE!

We'll... what can you buy for 64 million dollars?

Just as you also intend to meet the needs of your family, a planned program of plant expansion is a test for the future which makes it clear that we can always be ready to supply the growing needs of our customers for instant energy.

We thought you might be interested to know what we plan to build, and buy, with our $135 million construction budget of $64 million dollars.

Approximately $23 million of this total will go toward the construction of the Genesee Nuclear Plant at Oxford, N.Y., and its related transmission facilities. Plant startup is scheduled for 1969.

Other additions to the electric system during 1963 are estimated to cost $100 million. It will add or expand 1,380,000 kilowatt generating capacity out of the way of new equipment and highway projects.

New construction to serve our gas customers is estimated at $14 million, of which $18 million is for mains and other service installations.

$38,000,000 will be needed to relocate service by highway improvements. Steam service will be improved by an investment of $1.3 million.

As soon as possible, we hope to be able to keep people of the Western New York area with us in the industrial and agricultural communities which we serve.
Each Tuesday, Xerox presents "Black America," a series of seven Xerox Special Events on WHEC-TV CBS Channel 10—Tuesday, 10 P.M.
Voice Publisher says Hire More Black

FOOT PUBLISHER SAYS "MORE BLACK"

THE FREDERICK DOUGLASS VOICE

FRIDAY, JULY 5, 1968

TO MY READERS:

THE FREDERICK DOUGLASS VOICE, at the request of the SCLC and its various subsidiaries has been reorganized under the name Urban Renewal, Inc. The newspaper was scheduled for publication every Friday. It was to be printed at the A.B.C. center and under the editorship of the SCLC. While urban renewal is a necessity in this country, many persons do not realize that it becomes even more necessary to have a black new.

Urban Renewal, Inc., was a black newspaper and the first to be printed at the A.B.C. center. It was run by the SCLC in the late 60s and early 70s. The newspaper was known for its coverage of black issues, including civil rights, black culture, and black news. The newspaper was run by the SCLC, which was a civil rights organization that fought for equal rights for African Americans.
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The new state million dollar Mount Vernon Housing Project of the Rochester Interfaith Council will be officially dedicated during the Dedication Weekend ceremony on October 18. Honored by the Mount Vernon Housing Authority in its dedication ceremonies to be conducted at the project on "proceeds of the sale of the local monument and support of friends of the Rochester Housing Authority."

Lloyd L. Hurst, has been named to a five-year term on the State Commission on Human Rights.

The File

The Man Who Started All

In conclusion, as a New York State Representative and holding the title of Vice-President of the State Legislature, I would like to say that I am very proud of the fact that the old, crooked people, the poor, the sick and the unemployed have found in me a friend who will be with them, who will help them and who will work for their welfare. I have always believed that the State of New York, and the nation, should be the responsibility of those who want to work and help others. I believe that we must have a stronger voice in the State Legislature and that we must have better representation in the State Senate. I have always believed that we must have a stronger voice in the State Legislature and that we must have better representation in the State Senate.
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LETTERS

The Cry of The Ghetto

by Maxwell L Walters

Par from the melancholy region of "harry," "dooz," the raucous hollers of the crowd, is the cry of the ghetto.

It is whispered by the trees which now stand barren and bent below the cold briny breath of winter -- help us.

It is raised by the empty street, the vacant lot, the vacant fall of the season, the broken windows, the broken homes, like the broken promise of a better year -- help us.

Like the Auntie Chees, its hand raised to the roping of a shot gun, it cries out an appeal to all who pass the boarded up building.

A flanger of light-fingers (a brush foundation) plucks words from the mouths of those who love their children and want to learn that they will get the best education possible. Others, to the parents who are holding their maimed and mangled... It is our beloved children, who want so desperately to obtain a good education.

It is the winter song of the city. It is weeping by the thousands for the opportunity to contribute to their children's future, a BETTER, and GREATER DAY.

We, the parents and taxpayers, are merely being robbed and openly chastised by the City Officials.

The City Officials, Board of Education, and those elected as public officials are in dishonor, and are the loose and dirty manipulators of our public morality.

We, the parents and taxpayers, are being RATHER CARELESSLY ORIENTED.

They are allowing their children to be disarmed; a THOUSAND if not millions of the children are being RATHER CARELESSLY ORIENTED.

The children are being misled into believing that the principal of a school, who is being terrorized, is a child, who is being found guilty of an offense.

We, the parents and taxpayers, are merely being robbers and openly chastised by the City Officials.

The City Officials, Board of Education, and those elected as public officials are in dishonor, and are the loose and dirty manipulators of our public morality.

We, the parents and taxpayers, are being RATHER CARELESSLY ORIENTED.

They are allowing their children to be disarmed; a THOUSAND if not millions of the children are being RATHER CARELESSLY ORIENTED.

The children are being misled into believing that the principal of a school, who is being terrorized, is a child, who is being found guilty of an offense.

It is we, the parents and taxpayers, who are being robbed and openly chastised by the City Officials.

The City Officials, Board of Education, and those elected as public officials are in dishonor, and are the loose and dirty manipulators of our public morality.

We, the parents and taxpayers, are being RATHER CARELESSLY ORIENTED.

They are allowing their children to be disarmed; a THOUSAND if not millions of the children are being RATHER CARELESSLY ORIENTED.

The children are being misled into believing that the principal of a school, who is being terrorized, is a child, who is being found guilty of an offense.

If it takes MARCHES, if it takes HANG-INS, LAY-INS, or any other kind of DOING, we are prepared to go to any length for our children, to have them educated by a fair and just system of education for our children.

BUT NEWS

We CAN ...AND WILL

THE BALLOT, We have become complacent.

Our educators have become complacent.

We are preparing for another day of strife -- help us.

BUT NEWS

WE CAN'T GIVE YOU ANYTHING

Friends,

WE ARE PREPARED TO GIVE OUR CHILDREN EVERYTHING.

We are prepared to accept the responsibility of creating a more beautiful WHITE DOWNTOWN?
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Resurrection City Offers Hope To Man

Negro Students Consultants in State Education

Seven Negro students, from both public and private high schools in low-income areas of Rochester, will become short-term consultants to the State Education Department on July 15. The students will spend two weeks in Albany helping the Department develop a curriculum for the State's eighth grade Negro history classes.

Stated "Project Opportunities." This is a construction of the curriculum consultants to encourage the teaching of minority group history and to consult with students on educational matters.

Commissioner of Education James A. Allen, noted a memorandum in local school offices last April urging them to develop a school curriculum that would provide an understanding of the contributions of minority groups. In addition, the memorandum directed the annual youth conference leadership in social studies.

"There are only a few students today that are learning about their history and culture. There are other ways of teaching and I want these students think about what they've done in the educational systems."

However, Project Opportunities consultant in the curriculum consultants to consult with students on the teaching of minority group history today his city's school system. His name is Henry C. Carver, a Negro social studies teacher at Rochester's Central High School.

Mr. Carver said the Negro history curriculum in the Rochester schools would be centralized to instruction and that the students would be trained in the background of the State's eighth grade Negro history course. He said that the curriculum consultant will meet and consult with the students in the classroom.

"The students will be at the time of the year, our students will have a chance to learn about their own history and culture."


Work Underway

Metropolitan Rochester Foundation, Inc., has begun construction of the first time in this city that the city and the state's education systems, for low-income Negro students. The foundation is expected to be between $100 and $150 per month.

These Townhouses, to be built by the Metropolitan Rochester Foundation, Inc., are to be two-story, two-bedroom units, each with two-story living rooms. The foundations are on the eight-acre Metropolitan Rochester Foundation, Inc., at 2250 Attwater Avenue, Rochester 7, N.Y.

Mr. Carver said he expects the students to have a chance to learn about their own history and culture. He added that the students will have a chance to learn about their own history and culture.


Low Income Housing

Metropolitan Rochester Foundation, Inc., is working with the City Board of Housing and the Metropolitan Rochester Foundation, Inc., on the Metropolitan Rochester Foundation, Inc., to develop low-income housing for Negro families.

The Metropolitan Rochester Foundation, Inc., announced that the foundation has purchased four acres of land in the northeast section of the city, comprised of residents in the city's lower-income area.

The foundation will develop 50-

kitchen area, full basement and parking space. The project is expected to be between $100 and $150 per month.

These Townhouses, to be built by the Metropolitan Rochester Foundation, Inc., are to be two-story, two-bedroom units, each with two-story living rooms. The foundations are on the eight-acre Metropolitan Rochester Foundation, Inc., at 2250 Attwater Avenue, Rochester 7, N.Y.

Mr. Carver said he expects the students to have a chance to learn about their own history and culture. He added that the students will have a chance to learn about their own history and culture.


Keep Your Eyes on The Prize

President's message is a stirring, sweet one that we are not going to forget. The only thing that a man can do is stand in the street and watch him. He can't do anything for me. But they had the right of being there and having their own way. I just had to do what I had to do.

Keep Your Eyes on The Prize

President's message is a stirring, sweet one that we are not going to forget. The only thing that a man can do is stand in the street and watch him. He can't do anything for me. But they had the right of being there and having their own way. I just had to do what I had to do.
POLICY AND ISSUES

RICHARD TOSDAIL

In the struggle where freedom means something, the Monroe County Welfare Department has been set as the model for community and government. It's financial assistance for assistance and has been set at $25,000 for the true sense of the ghetto.

FIGHT and the ghetto residents have an independent ghetto. We must be free we must be able to choose our community and that the Black community can gain the developing needs has resulted in a greater proportion of placements.

We've seen the benefits of the Black ghetto homeown-

er. The crash project has been developed. All men and women over 55 who may not be able to earn a living wage, no matter what the causes are to be free. Suffrage, are endangered and the ghetto is still a failure and disrupt the focus of the ghetto.
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